Band gap and composition engineering on a nanocrystal (BCEN) in solution.
Colloidal nanocrystals with "artificial" composition and electron band structure promise to expand the fields of nanomaterials and inorganic chemistry. Despite their promise as functional materials, the fundamental science associated with the synthesis, characterization, and properties of colloidal nanocrystals is still in its infancy and deserves systematic study. Furthermore, such studies are important for our basic understanding of crystallization, surface science, and solid state chemistry. "Band gap and composition engineering on a nanocrystal" (BCEN) refers to the synthesis of a colloidal nanocrystal with composition and/or electron energy band structure that are not found in natural bulk crystals. The BCEN nanostructure shown in the Figure includes a magnetic domain for the separation and recycling of the complex nanostructure, a photoactivated catalytic center, and an additional chemical catalytic center. A thin but porous film (such as a silicate) might be coated onto the nanocrystal, both to provide chemical stability and to isolate the reaction processes from the bulk solution. This example is a catalytic complex analogous to an enzyme that facilitates two sequential reactions in a microenvironment different from bulk solution. The synthesis of colloidal nanocrystals has advanced by a quantum leap in the past two decades. The field now seems ready to extend colloidal nanocrystal synthesis into the BCEN regime. Although BCEN is a very new branch of synthetic chemistry, this Account describes advances in related synthetic and characterization techniques that can serve as a useful starting point for this new area of investigation. To put these ideas into context, this Account compares this new field with organic synthesis, the most developed branch in synthetic chemistry. The structural and functional diversity of organic compounds results from extending design and synthesis beyond the construction of natural organic compounds. If this idea also holds true for inorganic nanocrystals, "artificial" BCEN nanocrystals will most likely outperform the inorganic nanocrystals with naturally occurring structure and composition. If the importance of artificial molecules is a positive lesson from organic synthesis, the practical disadvantage of organic chemistry is that purification can prove much more time consuming than the reaction itself. To get around this problem, colloidal nanocrystal chemists can attempt to avoid these potential purification challenges in the early stages of synthetic method development.